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Jamie and Kenny are a
dynamic duo.  They live in
London and have been
together since college.   In
those years they have
developed very different
careers (one in
entertainment, the other in
finance) yet
complimentary personas.
 They love to travel the
world and spread their
infectious smiles and
laughter where ever they
go.  Jamie and Kenny talked
with us about their recent
trip with Zoom Vacations to
Rio over New Years.
 
Zoom:  What made you

Enjoy this month's newsletter! Be sure to check out our
Club Zoom travel offers and promotions. 

Zoom Southern
Africa Photos
 
We have had so many great trips
over the past few months, that
we are finally posting our
pictures from our southern Africa
tour last December. 

 Most people's highlight was our
safari lodge in Kruger, which is
one of the best safari lodges in
the world.    Of course, with lion

encounters, incredible meals, South Africa's finest wines,
and seeing one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the
World, there was much to choose from, to be one's
favorite.

 See the photos

Proof of Yellow
Fever Shot no
Longer Required
While Traveling
from Zambia to
South Africa
 
Following an announcement at
the World Health Assembly in
Geneva on Friday, January 30,
2015, the South Africa Minister of Health, Dr Aaron
Motsoaledi, removed the requirement for proof of Yellow
Fever vaccination for travelers between Zambia  and
South Africa, with effect January 31, 2015.  

This will greatly impact those who are making Victoria
Falls in Zambia part of their southern Africa tour and
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Vintage cars line up in front
of our host hotel in Havana

decide to come to Rio with
Zoom Vacations? 
 
Jamie:  We've had the
pleasure of traveling
extensively during our 21
years together, having
visited 63 countries;
however, a great deal of
work, in the form of
research and planning, goes
into creating a great trip.
 We have been wanting to
get to South America,
specifically Brazil,  for a long
time. We thought it would
be nice to have someone
else worry about the
research and planning.  It
was clear that Zoom
Vacations had a track record
of creating high-end
vacations, and their itinerary
truly reflected a knowledge
and understanding of Rio.  
 
Zoom:  What are the
benefits of traveling as part
of a gay group? 
 
Kenny:  It is wonderful to
travel with a group of men
and women that are like-
minded, looking to enjoy the
beautiful beaches of Rio, its
endless nightlife, and
amazing tourist attractions,
but equally interested in the
sights and sounds found
only off the well traveled
path.  When traveling as a
group, there's also a sense
of camaraderie that
develops. 
 
Zoom:  What was your
favorite thing about Rio?
 
Jamie:  The amazing
energy of the locals, called
Cariocas, who are both
warm and welcoming. Such
a relaxed vibe, with a great
desire to live life to its
fullest.  It was great to see
the many local attractions
that are synonymous with

Experience. At Zoom Vacations, we believe that Vic Falls
adds so much to the trip, and with no surprise. There is
just something about being in the midsts of one of the
Seven Natural Wonders of the World

 Read about this tour

New Cuba
Regulations for US
Travelers: What do
they all mean?
 
With the new set of U.S.-Cuba
travel regulations, it will be

easier for Americans to travel to Cuba than is has been
for more than 50 years. But it won't be as simple as
booking a flight. 

 Since official tourist travel to Cuba is still not
allowed, headlines in recent weeks telling Americans that
they can now travel to Cuba are misleading.  Just like in
the past several years, Americans who wish to travel to
Cuba still have to meet one of 12 different criteria for
authorized travel. Those categories include family visits,
official business of the U.S. government, foreign
governments, and certain intergovernmental
organizations; journalistic activity; professional research
and professional meetings; educational activities;
religious activities; public performances, clinics,
workshops, athletic and other competitions, and
exhibitions.
 
However, prospective travelers will also still need a Cuba
visa, proper documentation and local arrangements.  And
while the red tape and the threat of violating US law
have somewhat diminished, the days of a trip to Cuba as
easy as it was before the Castro revolution, are
uncertain.  Bureaucracy is alive and well in Cuba and
planning a trip there is no easy task, even for seasoned
professionals like Zoom Vacations.  Like any successful
travel experience, the key to an amazing Cuba visit is in
the details.

 In 2009, the president made it easier for Cuban
Americans to visit family, and in 2011, the administration
made it easier for Americans to travel to Cuba for
educational, religious, and cultural purposes, which is
how Zoom Vacations has brought our travelers to Cuba in
the past. 

What is most interesting is how increased American
tourism will change the face of Cuba.  For many, Cuba
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Bryan Herb in the cockpit
of a 767 Simulator

Rio, like "Sugar Loaf" and
"Cristo Redentor"; however,
it was equally nice to see
the less touristy sights. 
 
Zoom:  Did the New Years
celebration live up to your
expectations?  
 
Kenny:  The New Years
celebration not only lived up
to our expectations, it
exceeded them. The
fireworks were amazing, as
was the beautiful New Years
Eve rituals of the Cariocas,
which involved offering gifts
to Yemanjá, the goddess of
the sea, in exchange for
good favor in the new year.
 This normally involves the
Cariocas gathering at
Copacabana beach, fully
dressed in white, throwing
white flowers and other
offerings into the sea, for
the goddess, in the hopes
that she will grant them
their requests for the
coming year!
 
Zoom:  You came as a
couple, did you still meet
new friends and still have
time to do your own thing
together? 
 
Jamie:  We found the Zoom
itinerary to be well
balanced, providing ample
free time as well as
flexibility.  This was great,
as you had opportunities to
get to know your fellow
zoomers and create great
friendships, but also
sufficient time to do your
own thing.  We've made
some excellent friends on
this trip, and already have
plans this month to catchup
with one of the guys from
Germany, being that it's just
a short skip and hop from
London. 
 
Zoom:  Did you do anything

conjures up visions of the 50s, with old cars and
architecture, mingled with a huge arts scene and tropical
flare.  And truly, those who have visited in recent years
say that it is like stepping back in time.  All that, likely, is
about to change.

Read about our tour to Cuba for New Years

Club Zoom 
If you are new to Club Zoom,
here's the scoop: you will
receive discounts and special
offers on many of your favorite
hotels, retail outlets, and
services around the country! And
the best part is, it's free! It is
simply our way of saying, "thank you" for being a part of
Zoom Vacations.
 
And, if you run a quality gay-friendly business, hotel,
restaurant, or service, you may be a good fit for Club
Zoom!  Contact Bryan if you are interested in being
considered. 
 
Simply click here to get a list of our partners and the
codes necessary to redeem these offers.

Pop Culture Inspires our Vacation
Desires

By Bryan Herb

I have this little theory. Actually,
I have lots of little theories, but
my theory in this case is that the
things that were in pop culture
during our childhood affects our
interests, spending habits,
obsessions, and passions later in
life. I started thinking about this
when I realized that our most
successful trip, or more
accurately perhaps our best-
selling trip is our African Safari. 

 When I am at a cocktail party or other social function
and I ask people where they want to go on vacation, I
think that one of the most popular answers by far is to
go on an African safari. Now, I know that safaris are
wonderful. I just got back from safari in Africa and while
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great on this trip that you
may not have done if you
had planned it by yourself?
 
Kenny:  There are endless
examples, but the most
notable example is the trip
extension to Paraty, Brazil.
 What an amazing city, and
experience.  Paraty is a mix
of a preserved Portuguese
colonial (1500-1822) and
Brazilian Imperial (1822-
1889) municipality, which
truly transports you back in
time.  
 
Zoom:  I understand you
are a foodie.  Did Brazil offer
some memorable
gastronomic experiences?
 
Jamie:  Kenny and I had
some amazing meals while
in Brazil.  Most notably, an
evening graciously
organized by Joel, at a
unique restaurant in the hills
of Santa Teresa in Rio, with
some memorable Brazilian
dishes.  Another great
choice in Rio, for fresh and
tasty seafood, is
Restaurante Satyricon,
located in Ipanema.  Also, I
cannot fail to mention the
great opportunity we had to
learn about Brazil through
its amazing dishes, with a
famous Brazilian chef at her
home in Paraty, Brazil.  
 
Zoom:  I understand Kenny
is a singer and has a very
popular song out.  Any
upcoming songs inspired by
Brazil that we should know
about?
 
Kenny:  My last album,
Time Doesn't Stand Still,
was inspired after going to
cities within Europe and
listening to the different
types of music. It ranged
from dance, techno, and this
cool electronic vibe. With

there I remembered why I love it so much. It is just such
an amazingly peaceful, spiritual, and educational
experience. Plus, the way we do it it is really lavish and
kind over-the-top. 

 But still, why do people who don't know what it would
really be like want to do it so badly. I was literally in my
safari jeep, and we had just seen a herd of elephants
with our group and then zebras appeared from behind
some bushes and then one of us noticed a giraffe
peeking its head over from behind elephants. Then one
of the guys in the group started humming "Circle of Life"
from "The Lion King" and it hit me--I bet you anything
that several books and movies of the past decade, such
as "The Lion King" have led to a fascination with going on
safari.

 Read on

Zooming with Joel
  
China:  The biggest
misconception
 
The biggest misconception
about China is that the food is
all the same or is weird.  
 
For some, Chop Suey,
mysterious, gooey, MSG,
salty and deep fried come to
mind.  However, the reality is
that China is a humongous
country whose culture is one
of the oldest in the history or mankind.  So, its foods are
just as varied, flavorful, elaborate, and delightful as
its geographic locations.  
 
Every city we visit on Zoom China offers a different
cuisine.  For instance, Shanghainese cuisine is
punctuated with hot spicy peppers, and because of its
location on the water it highlights ample seafood. In
Beijing, Pekinese food incorporates a lot of vegetables;
and in Xian the food has a middle eastern flair because
Xian was the end of the Silk Road, a vast trading network
that lasted for a thousand years, which started in Eastern
Europe, snaked its way through the Middle East, and
ended in China. 
 
Of course, because cities in China, like Shanghai and
Beijing, are very international, the food scene has
changed and some of the best French, continental and
fusion restaurants can be found in these cities.  So,
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Brazilian music, I noticed
that there is a lot of guitar
melodies mixed with heavy
drums. I loved it! I definitely
hope to add an element of
that into my new record out
this summer.

Zoom:  Where would you
next like to go with Zoom
Vacations?

Jamie:  We're really
interested in visiting
Myanmar and Bhutan, both
of which are Zoom
Vacations' destinations.
However, those may need to
wait because we're really
keen to do the Zoom safari
this year.
 
Zoom:  Anything else you'd
like to add?
 
Jamie:  Just a big thank
you for making our New
Years and Rio trip so
enjoyable. It was a blast!
Thank you!
 
 Read about our trip to
southern Africa in August

whenever you have a taste for home, western style
restaurants are never far away and in fact are very
popular with the locals.
 
Read about our tour to China this May
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